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Abstract
The focus of the research for big data analytics for sustainability (BDAS) is Vehicular Ad-hoc
Networks (VANETs), since it has become the most popular technology for the researchers, academia
and the organizations. However, in VANETs most part of the time a well-defined path from a
consumer to the provider doesn’t exists due to the intermittent connectivity and mobility. Hence,
Vehicular Content Centric Networks (VCCN) has been proposed and has emerged as a future
Internet technology. The focus of the VCCN is to retrieve and distribute the content faster than
the existing Internet architecture in vehicular environment. In VCCN, consumer broadcasts the
interest packet to the provider including the name of the required content. If the provider is not
available at one hop neighbor, then the interest packet is sent to the forwarder vehicle, otherwise,
provider generates the data packet and sends back to the consumer. Forwarder vehicle receives
this interest packet from the consumer and searches in its cache called Content Storage (CS). If
the content is not available in its storage the forwarder vehicle rebroadcasts the interest packet
within its vicinity and forward the interest to the provider. The provider generates the data packet
including the content and sends back to the consumer through selected forwarder vehicle. The
VCCN communication paradigm faces several challenges i.e., mobility, interest broadcasting storm,
routing, interest/data packet forwarding and forwarder selection. Various routing protocols have
already been proposed and implemented to resolve existing problems. However, in our research
due to the high mobility and the dynamic network topology in vehicular environment, there is
no assurance that the back path is still available followed by the interest message which causes
disconnected link problem. Hence, the retrieval of the required data might be effected. Thus, the
aim of this paper is to propose a forwarding protocol to mitigate the interest broadcasting storm and
the disconnected link problems, keeping in the view of intermittent connectivity and high mobility
that will improve the data delivery probability, packet loss ratio, Interest Satisfaction Ratio (ISR)
and average End-to-End delay in a highway and an urban scenario of a vehicular environment.
Results and demonstrations show that the proposed protocol can meet requirements for BDAS.
Keywords: Forwarder; Routing; Mobility; Big Data Analytics for Sustainability (BDAS);
Vehicular Content Centric Networks (VCCN).
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1. Introduction
This paper addresses big data analytic for sustainability (BDAS) as follows. Nowadays, the
Internet plays a very important role in various aspects of academics, industries, government and
users lives. Despite the commercial success of the existing Internet, the usage of Internet is growing
day by day and is becoming more content-centric in order to fulfil the new emerging needs i.e., mo-
bility, trust, content distribution, security and privacy from the existing communication paradigm.
We require a new architecture to enhance the existing infrastructure of the Internet because the
current host-to-host communication paradigm never aimed to deal such type of requirements. The
existing Internet could only establish connectivity between two static endpoints (hosts) which are
determined by its IP addresses. Hence, host-to-host communication model is a location dependent
network model. Moreover, host-to-host communication model needs to specify the address of the
device in every request. Also, it must identify the address of the server from which the content
can be accessed. Current Internet is based on a location-dependent model. However, location-
dependent communication model does not support mobility and privacy because these features are
not built-in fundamentally and are available in the form of different ‘patches’which may fail at any
time. Moreover, patches enhance the complexity of the overall paradigm and sometimes use as a
temporary solution as shown in Fig. 1 [1][2].
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Figure 1: Internet architecture in the form of patches based on [1][2]
It is challenging to design, develop and incorporate new requirements into the existing Internet
architecture [3][4]. The research community has been identifying the limitations of the existing
Internet architecture. They highlight the requirements of the future Internet architecture and
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propose a new emerging paradigm, i.e., Information Centric Network (ICN) which addresses the
existing Internet communication paradigm challenges [5][6]. The ICN has attracted the researchers
because of the capability to easily overcome the challenges in the host-to-host communication
networks. Basically, the ICN shifts from the host-centric paradigm to content-centric paradigm in
which the retrieval of the content is the main motivation. The basic aim of the ICN is to reflect
the future and the present needs better than the existing host-centric paradigm and timely and
efficient delivery of the content to the individuals [7][8]. ICN is based on the location-independent
model in which a user can only request the content by its name. ICN provides many potential
services i.e., security, naming, content delivery, mobility and privacy which are inherently built
into the communication network system [9][5][6]. The initiatives of the ICN paradigm focused on
developing the content-centric paradigm [3][4]. Different initiatives of the ICN projects have been
classified into four generations as shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: ICN projects on the basis of the time-line
The first ICN project is TRAID [10] which introduced the content-based routing on the top of
the IP layer. In second generation, the initiatives of ICN introduced the DONA [11], motivated
by TRAIT. DONA extends the content-based routing, but naming scheme was replaced with flat
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names and the hierarchal URL. In third generation, PSIRP [12] and Net-Inf [13] were developed
for the inter-domain and intra-domain levels. In fourth generation, PURSUIT, CONNECT, SAIL
[14], CONVERGENCE, NDN [15] are classified and developed based on the continuous efforts
which were carried out in [16][4]. The Content Centric Networking (CCN) [2][3] is also included in
the second generation of ICN which has been the main objective to shift from location-centric to
content-centric networks. This transition of a host-centric approach to a content-centric approach
is represented in Fig. 3.
Figure 3: The change of the IP layer with the content chunks in a CCN taken from [3]
The Internet distributes the information to a large number of individuals usually from a single
source. This results in similar information being requested thousands of times from the same source
which ultimately looses lots of useful resources. The CCN addresses this issue efficiently as each
object in a CCN has its own unique identifier and each object has the equal right to request any
content by its own unique name of the layer of the network. This gives the direct access of the
information to the requester and the contents are delivered in an effective way.
The recent advanced developments in the vehicular industry has given rise to Vehicular Ad-hoc
Networks (VANETs) [17][18]. The applications of VANETs are majorly classified as safety and
non-safety applications. Safety vehicular applications consist of lane changing, before-crash sensing,
stop sign movement, emergency and traffic signal violation. Safety messages are derived from these
applications and they need direct communication with the infrastructure [19]. These safety-based
messages give real time information. The non-safety vehicular applications are consisted of the
commercial, comfort, gas stations, hotels, electronic toll collection, weather information and parking
lot etc. applications [20]. In VANETs, intelligent vehicles contain a lot of sensors and applicable
hardware to take decision wisely, particularly for the benefits of the drivers. This is the reason,
the VANETs are also called an Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) [21]. The objectives of an
ITS is to enhance the urban and highway awareness, entertainment in transportation and to try to
improve the safety of the user by adapting new technologies for communication and take different
types of information. There are different types of communications in a VANET namely vehicle-to-
vehicle communication (V2V); vehicle-to-infrastructure communication (V2I) and communication
with the Road Side Units (RSUs) as shown in Figure 4. VANETs paradigm faces many challenges,
i.e., high mobility, intermittent connectivity between vehicles due to changing their velocity and
direction constantly. It is very difficult to judge the position of the host providing services [22].
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Moreover, in a vehicular environment, a well-defined path from a source to the provider does not
exist most of the time. According to the above-mentioned issues, a CCN is the best paradigm
to share resources in VANETs paradigm. This is the main reason, the research community has
adapted the CCN paradigm in VANETs named as Vehicular Content Centric Networks (VCCN).
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Figure 4: Intelligent vehicle contains various components
VCCN has emerged as a future technology for the researchers, organizations, industries and the
academia [23]. Furthermore, content access and distribution becomes easier and faster than the
existing host-to-host communication paradigm [24][25]. Despite, numerous benefits of a VCCNs,
there are different challenges faced by the VCCN [26]. We represent these challenges in Fig. 5 and
briefly discuss them below.
1. Mobility: In a VCCN architecture, the communication between two vehicles can be done on
the basis of the naming scheme. However, more demanding techniques needs to be proposed
and implemented to overcome the high mobility, intermittent connectivity and the dynamic
network topology.
2. Interest Broadcast Storm: In VCCNs, when consumer sends an interest packet to the provider,
if provider is available in one hop neighbor, the provider sends the data packet immediately
to the consumer otherwise, interest message is disseminated into the whole network to find
a provider. This dissemination causes interest broadcast storm and congestion in a VCCN
topology and results in the instability of the network. The rate of the transmission of the
interest messages needs to be controlled according to the available resources provided by the
network.
3. Routing: Content based routing is one of the hottest and debatable topic in VCCNs which
aims to achieve effective Quality of Service (QoS) in a highly dynamic network topology. The
selection of the forwarder, sending a response and the receipt of a reply between consumer
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Figure 5: Different challenges of the VCCN
and provider is the major responsibility of any routing strategy. The VCCNs need an effec-
tive content routing scheme to fulfill the request of the desire content efficiently and effectively.
4. Congestion: In VCCNs, if the forwarding of an interest message can be completed easily
without selecting the best forwarder within the vicinity of each vehicle, then multiple interest
packets may be pipelined in the form of a queue which causes congestion in VCCNs. The
best forwarder needs to be selected within the available transmission range of each vehicle in
order to avoid congestion.
5. Naming: In CCNs, there are different naming schemes which can be used for VCCNs. These
naming schemes are categorized as flat, hierarchical, human-readable, hash-based and hybrid
naming schemes. Which scheme is more suitable for VCCNs is still an open issue.
Many routing protocols have been proposed to overcome the challenges such as mobility, dy-
namic network topology, forwarding selection and the interest/data packet forwarding [26], however,
due to the dynamic network topology and the mobility, there is no assurance that the back track
is still available followed by the interest message. Hence, there is a lot of risk that the access of a
particular content might be affected [27] [28][29].
The motivation of this research is to develop a routing protocol that is able to overcome the
challenges regarding routing, interest/packet forwarding and forwarder selection interest broadcast
storm and disconnected link problems in VCCNs. The goals of this research are as follows.
∙ To develop a routing protocol that is capable to eliminate the broadcast storm and discon-
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nected link problems in VCCN.
∙ To develop a routing protocol that ensures the maximum content packet successfully receives
at the consumer.
∙ To enhance a routing protocol which makes decision about choosing the best forwarder and
provides the stability of the network.
∙ To evaluate the performance of the proposed routing protocol and compare with another
existing routing protocol in VCCNs such as Robust Forwarder Selection (RUFS) [27] for
the parameters such as Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), Packet Loss Ratio (PLR), Interest
Satisfaction Ratio (ISR), and Average End-to-End Delay.
2. Literature Review
Big data analytics is the process of analyzing huge amount of data which can be used for
different purposes. Some of the objectives of big data analytics could be to reveal hidden patterns,
to know the unspecified relations and to forecast business trends etc. The sustainability aspect of
the big data focuses on the future of society, environment and commercialism to improve humans life
standards. This section describes a list of related literature for big data analytics for sustainability
(BDAS), with particular focus for Vehicular Content Centric Networks (VCCN). Fig. 6 shows the
relationship between BDAS and VCCN. It can be observed that several important decisions can be
made in the VCCN environment with the help of BDAS which ultimately brings improvements in
the lifestyle.This section describes a list of related literature for big data analytics for sustainability
(BDAS), with particular focus for VCCN.
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Figure 6: Relationship between BDAS and VCCN
Fabrcio et al. [30] proposed a new content-centric model for the vehicular environments called
Interest Centric Mobile Ad-hoc Networks for Vehicular Networks (RadNet-VE). In this proposed
model, the author introduced a unique data structure named active prefix. Each node contains the
active prefix data structure in the network layer. Active prefix consists of an application interest
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and a node prefix. Application interest is used for the formation of a group and a name searching,
whereas, node prefix is used for the identification of the node, message forwarding and addressing.
Basically, the author extended the header of the interest message and introduced the scheme for
registering the interest message. The scheme forwards the message on the basis of the direction of
the propagation of the interest message and the negative position of the source. This model achieves
the less delay and high delivery ratio. The limitation of the scheme is each node does not store any
data and no in-network cache scheme is performed at individual nodes. Another limitation is the
limited scope of the interest message communication and the membership service is implemented
in a distributed manner.
Farhan et al. [31] proposed a new forwarding scheme named as Push Vehicular Named Data
Networking (P-VNDN). In case of any accident, the vehicle broadcasts an interest message as an
emergency content to the near RSU. Upon receiving the emergency message. the RSU compares
the header of the message with its own contents available in its cache called Content Storage (CS).
In the case of a match, the RSU processes this content otherwise, forwards this message to the other
RSUs that is not available in the range of a requester vehicle. In case of no RSU, intermediate
vehicle carries forward this emergency message until an RSU is reached in the range of a forwarder
vehicle. The P-VNDN uses a proactive approach to disseminate the data in a vehicular environment.
This forwarding scheme allows the vehicles to disseminate an emergency message up to one-hop
neighbor. P-VNDN achieves the less delay than the Pull-VNDN. The limitation of this scheme is
no mobility mechanism is defined at an intermediate node, especially at the reverse path (i.e., from
a provider to the consumer) in case, when forwarder vehicle moves away from the consumer.
Saxena et al. [32] implemented an IP-based forwarding scheme using Named Data Networking
(NDN) in a vehicular environment. Author’s goal is to analyze the performance of the NDN
forwarding scheme to access and to disseminate of the content. VNDN model achieves the usability
of the NDN in vehicular environment. In this model, the authors shows the performance comparison
among the NDN-based algorithms, i.e., Epidemic, Adaptive and Spray & Wait.
Khaleel et al. [33] proposed the receiver-based forwarding scheme in which they addressed the
challenges of making the unnecessary multiple paths especially when forwarder vehicles are not
in the transmission range of the other vehicles in a VANET environment. Authors selected the
forwarder vehicles based on a selection metrics i.e., Forwarding Zone and Signal Interference Noise
Ratio (SNIR). When a receiving node receives the packet, the node matches the SNIR value with
the already defined threshold value and compares the forwarding angle with the angle that is already
defined in the packet. If the value of the SNIR is greater and value of angle is less than already
defined value in the packet, this node is called as a best forwarder, otherwise, the forwarder drops
the packet and delete the timer. Forwarder vehicle sets its own timer and rebroadcasts the packet
within its vicinity. The forwarding scheme selects the neighbor node as a best forwarder who is
nearest to the destination. In this scheme, the authors prevent the formation of unnecessary multiple
paths successfully and also reduce the congestion in the whole network by using the shortest path
in the network. The limitation of this forwarding scheme is lot of retransmissions of the packets
which create the more end-to-end delay in the network.
Lee et al. [34] proposed the interest forwarding scheme named parallel multi-path interest
forwarding scheme to achieve the high transmission rate in a CCN. In this scheme, a requester
requests the interest message to the client based on Round-Trip Time (RTT) value. After receiving
the message, the client parallelly processes the chunks of the requested content from different
wireless interfaces. In this way, the client achieves the higher transmission rate than the other
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clients. In this scheme, each server has its own cache repository for cache replacement and a
decision policy. This scheme applies Leave Copy Every Where Policy for cache decisions and for
the replacement it applies the Leave Recently Used Policy. The forwarding scheme compares the
three different algorithms among each other to achieve less delay. The limitation of this scheme is
disconnected link problems due to the reason that client (mobile node) moves away from the source
(i.e., a server).
Yan et al. [35] proposed a model of a Vehicular Information Network (VIN) based on the
basic principal of NDNs [36][37][38]. The VIN extends the concept of an NDN and apply on the
vehicular networks for the fast dissemination of vehicular information [15]. The proposed model has
a hierarchical content naming scheme, distributed mobility management scheme and location-based
forwarding which is dependent on the name of the content for the VIN. The authors have set the
time on the router to assemble different data packets. The value of the timer is inherited from the
upper-level to the lower-level aggregator in the interest packet. Authors have also analyzed some
new challenging features such as low communication efficiency and high information management
overhead within the VIN. Yan et al. research aims to develop an architecture which is more suitable
for distributing, allocating and accessing contents efficiently and effectively from a large area with
more number of vehicles. The paper lags in providing any detailed description of data and interest
packet forwarding strategies.
Tian et al. implemented a protocol named Traffic Adaptive Data Dissemination (TrAD) [39].
This protocol focuses on the V2V communication instead of V2I communication for both urban and
highway scenarios. This scheme overcomes the issue of broadcasting storm in dense environment.
This protocol operations in two phases: textit(i) a time slotted broadcasting mechanism is used to
overcome the issue of broadcasting storm. The authors claim that this phase enhances the trans-
mission reliability; ii) the best forwarder is elected to further limit the duplicate transmission. The
proposed protocol results in lesser delay and higher PDR. No mobility mechanism is defined when
a stationery forwarder vehicle changes its position and moves away from the sender/coordinator.
Lin et al. [40] proposed a forwarding scheme named Reliable Forwarding Strategy (RFS). The
main objective of this scheme is to provide a reliable path from source to destination and vice versa.
The scheme ensures that all the forwarder nodes in the path of the interest messages remain active
whenever the data packet is sent back to the consumer followed by the path of the interest message.
Furthermore, the RFS reduces the overhead of the entire network by using the beacon message to
exchange the information between the intermediate nodes. In this scheme, best forwarder selection
is done in such a way that each node calculates its destination from the sender. If the distance is
greater, it becomes the best forwarder and then the forwarder node sets a waiting timer. When the
timer reaches the specified value the best forwarder node broadcasts the message in its vicinity. RFS
provides better results using the concept of the waiting timer however, this scheme does not provide
details of the reverse path when the provider sends the data packet to the consumer resulting in
the transmission delay in the network.
Wang et al. [41] proposed a V2V communication model using an NDN architecture. This model
addresses different limitations and challenges faced by the VNDN. In this scheme, authors describe
the V2V applications in different categories by using NDN communication paradigm. The scheme
does not focus which traffic application category would be used in this model.
Wang et al. [42] addresses the multi-part communication issue by applying NDN concept to
V2V communication to minimize collision. Authors deployed an application to provide successful
data propagation, named as Rapid Traffic Information Dissemination by using name-data concept.
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Author’s motivation is to disseminate the packet farther away efficiently, with minimum overhead
from the origin. Furthermore, the authors consider a situation when a nearby vehicle rebroadcast the
packet. Their simulation results show that the interest forwarding and the retrieval of the content
based on NDN is more rapid, reliable and scalable than the host-to-host based V2V communication.
Ko et al. [43] proposed a position-based forwarding scheme. In this scheme, forwarding is
decided on the basis of the location of the consumer, location of the provider and the area of the
provider. The consumer selects the forwarding area between a consumer and the provider areas.
All nodes within the selected area must forward the message while the other nodes that are outside
of this selected area discard the message. This scheme achieves the high delivery ratio and low
communication overhead.
S.Hassan et al. [44] proposed a ‘Traffic Violation Ticketing (TVT)’system in order to cope an
anonymous vehicle who violates the traffic rules. In order to become this system more efficient
authors have considered that each vehicle is equipped with the automatic ticket generating device.
The main objective of this scheme is to catch the vehicle that violate the traffic rules i.e, parking
lot and all the information related to violence received from the neighbouring vehicles. In this
scheme, VCCN communication paradigm apply on Traffic Violation Ticketing system in such a
way traffic violating vehicle broadcasts an interest packet periodically and all the entries related to
traffic violation maintain in the Pending Ticket Entry (PTE) table. In order to exchange the PTE
table traffic violated vehicle send a ticket to the offender. When offender vehicle reaches with in the
vicinity of the RSU then pay the charges against the violation ticket. The limitation of this scheme
is there is no simulation scenario is performed in order to generate some realistic result. TVT
system was only applied on the intermediate neighbour node but in real simulation environment,
there is a need to implement the interest flooding mechanism. TVT system ignores the delay and
as well as manual operations error caused by the human [45].
G. Denge et al. [46] proposed the hybrid forwarder scheme in VANET by using NDN architec-
ture, named Hybrid Vehicular Named Data Networking (HVNDN).HVNDN takes the operations
of NDN architecture and geographic information in VANET.HVNDN categorize the transmitted
information in to two types in vehicular environment[47]. First type is location in dependent and
the other type is location dependent forwarder mechanism. Forwarding strategy introduced the
new mechanism acknowledgement and retransmission for the interest and data packet forwarding,
the reason behind to delivered the packet successfully and reliably. Forwarding scheme achieves the
less end-to-end delay, hop-count and high PDR as compared to the other existing protocols. The
limitation of this scheme is authors did not consider any mobility mechanism at the forwarder node
in such a way when forwarder vehicles move away from the consumer.
Amadeo et al. [48][49] proposed the forwarding scheme named Content-Centric Vehicular Net-
work (CCVN) for vehicular environment. In this scheme [49], the authors categorized the interest
packet into two parts. First, the basic interest packet and second, the advanced interest packet. In
this scheme, basic interest packet is sent when a source wants to require a particular content. In
advanced, the packet is to find the last content discovered destinations. Moreover, in this forward-
ing scheme authors introduced a Content Provider Table (CPT). The CPT replaces the Forwarding
Information Based (FIB) table. The CPT stores the information that has already been determined
and associated with the address at MAC layer. The forwarding scheme efficiently achieves the load
balancing however, the modification in the CCN architecture can compromise the mobility of the
vehicles.
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Garris et al. [50] implemented an interest forwarding location-based scheme named Navigo for
the VNDN. Basically, authors have focused on the geographical information. They find sources
and then forward the interest packet along the shortest and best path, considering the special
characteristics of the vehicular environment. The main idea of this forwarding scheme is to find the
geographical location surrounded by the vehicle looking for a producer and a RSU to get the data
packet faster. Geographic location finds the area to identify the origin of the data packet. This
scheme achieves better packet delivery but the limitation of this scheme is the assumption that all
RSUs listen to the interest packet within its Wi-Fi transmission range. However, realistically the
situation may be different from that because RSUs may not be in the range of the vehicles. In this
case, the vehicles may not send or receive the packets.
Faisal at al. [51] implemented a reliable and energy efficient communication using cognitive
radio technology. Authors have focused on reliable channel selection, however, no description has
been provided about the selection technique in vehicular environment when the speed of a vehicle
is changing frequently.
In this section, we discussed the forwarding protocols for big data analytics for sustainability
(BDAS) with focus for VCCN, VANET, CCN and VNDN in detail. We have analyzed the research
paper from 2010-2017. In Table 1, we provide a brief and concise review of different routing strate-
gies. It could be observed that in the existing research, due to the mobility, there is no guarantee
that the reverse path is still available followed by the interest packet. Hence, the retrieval of required
contents is affected and cause disconnected link problem. Some of the research papers provide less
delay but no mobility mechanism is defined at intermediate nodes, especially at the reverse path
form provider to consumer. Some paper mitigated the interest broadcasting storm but don’t pro-
vide disconnected link problem solution. So, there is a need to suggest a new protocol in which
the interest broadcast storm issue is mitigated, the mobility mechanism is defined at intermediate
nodes through metrics selection and which also addresses the disconnected link problem.
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Table 1: Literature Review of Different Forwarding Scheme.
Author
Name
Proposed
Scheme Name
Proposed Scheme Benefits Limitations
Fabrcio
et al.
(2017)
Interest Centric
Mobile Ad-
hoc Networks
for Vehicular
(RadNet-VE)
[30] RadNet-VE has a unique data structure
named Active prefix.Author’s have ex-
tended the headers of the interest mes-
sage.
Achieves Less delay and
high delivery ratio.
Interest message mem-
bership service is imple-
mented in a distributed
manner.
Farhan
et al.
(2017)
Push vehic-
ular Named
Data Networks
(P-VNDN) [31]
In proposed scheme named PVNDVN,
RSU compares the header of the mes-
sage with its own cache content upon re-
ception.RSU keeps this content if match,
otherwise forwards it to the other RSU.
Achieves less delay than
the pull VNDN.
Mobility of intermediate
nodes at the reverse path
has not been considered.
Khaleel
et al.
(2017)
Receiver based
Forwarding
Scheme [33]
Consumer selects the neighbor node as a
forwarder who is nearest to the destina-
tion.
Author’s have mini-
mized the unnecessary
formation of multi-
ple paths towards the
destination.
A lot of packet retrans-
mission creates the more
end-to-end delay in the
network.
Lee
et al.
(2017)
Parallel Multi-
path Interest
Forwarding
Scheme [34]
In this scheme,client chooses the router
on the basis of RTT value to send interest
message.
Achieves less Delay. Causes disconnected link
problem.
Lin
et al.
(2017)
Reliable For-
warding Strat-
egy (RFS)
[40]
In RFS, consumer selects the neighbor
vehicle with larger distance as the best
forwarder. Forwarder vehicle broadcasts
the message with in its vicinity after a
pre-calculated time.
Provide the reliable path
between source and des-
tination.
No timer scheme is ap-
plied at reverse path
which causes transmis-
sion delay in the net-
work.
Hassan
et al.
(2015)
Robust For-
warder Selection
(RUFS)[27]
Each vehicle maintains two types of
list.First RSL, which maintains a list of
interest satisfied by a vehicle.Other is
NSL, which maintains a list of interest
satisfied by vehicle’s neighbors.
Overcomes conges-
tion,achieves less delay
and mitigate interest
broadcast storm.
This scheme causes dis-
connected link problem
and content retrieval
failure.
Hassan
et al.
(2016)
Controlled
Data Packets
Propagation
in Vehicu-
lar Networks
(CONET) [28]
Consumer’s interest packet contains TTL
value to restrict the additional copies of
the content within the network.
Achieves less Interest
Satisfaction Delay.
This scheme causes dis-
connected link problem.
Kim
et al.
(2016)
Controlled Data
and Interest
Evaluation in
Vehicular Net-
works (CODIE)
[29]
In CODIE,provider receive the interest
packet including number of hops.
Author’s have mini-
mized interest flooding
and Interest Satisfaction
Delay (ISD).
No mobility mechanism
is presented at reverse
path.
Bian
et al.
(2015)
Geo-location
based forward-
ing [52]
Each vehicles maintains the neighbor
table.Which contains the updated geo-
locations of the neighboring vehicles.
Achieves high reliabil-
ity, high success ratio,
low latency rate and less
flooding with in the net-
work.
In this scheme, best for-
warder selection causes
delay because of metrics
selection.
3. INTERSECTION BASED FORWARDER SELECTION (IBFS) ROUTING PRO-
TOCOL
This section presents our proposed protocol named as Intersection Based Forwarder Selection
(IBFS) for VCCN with particular focus on BDAS. VCCN communication paradigm is based on
the receiver-driven model. In other words, when consumer is interested in a required content, it
broadcasts an interest packet within its vicinity. When interest packet arrives to its neighbor node,
the neighbor node checks in its CS, if prefix found then sends back the content immediately to the
consumer otherwise, neighboring node rebroadcasts the same interest packet within its transmission
range to search a provider. If the provider is found, it generates the data packet and sends back to
the consumer via selected intermediate neighbor nodes as shown in Fig. 7.
3.1. Challenges of Traditional Routing in VCCN
We present different scenarios of interest broadcast storm in a VCCN in the following section.
This will determine the traditional routing challenges in the VCCN.
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Packet
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Rebroadcast & 
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Figure 7: Traditional VCCN Routing Architecture
3.1.1. Interest Broadcast Storm
We have considered an interest broadcast scenario where a consumer sends an interest packet to
its neighboring nodes within its vicinity. Upon receiving the interest packet, all neighboring nodes
further check the particular content in its CS. In case of no match, all neighbor nodes become a
forwarder vehicle and rebroadcast the interest packet within its vicinity in order to search a provider
as shown in Fig. 8.
Consumer Forwarder V7
Provider
Forwarder  V4
Forwarder V6
Interest Packet 
Re-broadcast
Interest Satisfied 
and Produce Data 
Packet 
Interest Broadcast Storm !!!
Consumer broadcasts the interest packet to its neighboring nodes.
Forwarder V9
Forwarder V8
Interest Packet 
Broadcast
Content Available
Interest Broadcast Storm !!!
In case of no available content,  all neighbor vehicles further rebroadcast the interest 
packet with in its vicinity and cause interest broadcast storm. 
Interest broadcast storm. 
Figure 8: All neighbor’s vehicle rebroadcast the interest packet in its vicinity and cause interest broadcasting
storm
When all forwarder vehicles disseminate the interest packet to its neighbor nodes to find a
provider with in its vicinity who can satisfy the interest, this results in a interest broadcast storm.
This broadcast storm creates congestion in the entire network [53].
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3.1.2. Disconnected Link Problem
In this scenario, we have considered the speed ranging 70-90 km/hr among different vehicles
because compatible speed have been considered in RUFS [27]. When a consumer is interested
in some desired content, firstly, the consumer shares all information like hop-count or Interest
Satisfaction Ratio (ISR) with its neighboring node as shown in Fig. 9 [27].
Consumer
Forwarder V7
Provider
Forwarder  V4
Forwarder V6
Vehicles share their  information  with the neighboring vehicles through beacon message
Forwarder V8
Content Available
 Speed=90km/hr
Speed=85km/hr  Speed=86km/hrSpeed=80km/hr
Speed=80km/hr
 Speed=70km/hr
Interest Satisfied 
and Produce Data 
Packet 
Transmission range  500m
Figure 9: Consumer shares all information with its neighboring vehicles with in the vicinity.
After sharing information, the consumer selects the best forwarder (i.e., a neighbor) vehicle on
the basis of hop-count and high ISR. In case, of no content is available in the CS of the neighbor,
the neighbor vehicle performs three actions, i.e., (i) shares all information with its next neighboring
nodes within the vicinity; (ii) rebroadcasts the same interest packet and (iii) selects another best
forwarder vehicle on the basis of lesser hop-count and high ISR as shown in Fig. 10.
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Forwarder V7
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Forwarder  V4
Forwarder V6
Vehicles share their  information  with the neighboring vehicles through beacon message
Forwarder V8
Content Available
 Speed=90km/hr
Speed=85km/hr  Speed=86km/hrSpeed=80km/hr
Speed=80km/hr
 Speed=70km/hr
Interest Satisfied 
and Produce Data 
Packet 
Transmission range  500m
Best Forwarder
Best Forwarder Best Forwarder
Best Forwarder Consumer selects best  forwarder on the basis of compatible speed to forward the interest 
to the provider.
Figure 10: Consumer selects the best forwarder to mitigate the interest broadcast storm.
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In case, if the content is available in the CS of the first neighbor, this neighbor becomes best
forwarder and generates the data packet. Furthermore, the response data packet is sent back to
the consumer via selected forwarder vehicles [26]as shown in Fig. 11.
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Forwarder V7
Provider
Forwarder  V4
Forwarder V6
Interest packet broadcasts and the request of the Interest packet forwards to the 
intermediate vehicles.
Forwarder V8
Content Available
No More 
Forwarder Vehicle 
V6 
Connection/Path 
break because 
Forwarder Vehicle V6 is 
no more
Interest Satisfied 
and Produce Data 
Packet 
Transmission range  500m.
Forwarder V6
Forwarder Vehicle V6 
move away from 
Consumer,  now its 
position is here
Provider produced data/content packet including required content, send back to the 
Consumer through the same selected forwarder vehicles.
Figure 11: Disconnected link problem.
It can be observed that the interest broadcast storm and the disconnected link problems can
result in the degraded network performance. The proposed IBFS routing protocol for VCCN
efficiently deals with these problems. In the subsequent sections, the design details of the proposed
IBFS protocol are discussed.
3.2. IBFS Protocol Data Structures
In the proposed IBFS routing protocol, each vehicle maintains two types of data structures
which are described below:
∙ VIL (Vehicle Information List)
∙ NIT (Neighbor Information Tale)
3.2.1. VIL
Each vehicle has its own IBFS performance metrics e.g., intersection Information (trajectory)
and velocity etc. We take multiple intersections like Intersection 1, Intersection 2, and Intersection 3
to reach a destination. According to different international standards of speed, we have considered
speed ranging from 70-90 km/hr. This also ensures the maximum connection among different
vehicles [27]. Each vehicle must exchange the VIL with its neighboring node in the range through
a beacon a message. The VIL contains trajectory information and the vehicular speed as shown in
Fig. 12.
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Forwarder V6
Forwarder V7
Intersection Information Vehicular Speed
Route 1,  2,  3 85 km/hr
Intersection Information Vehicular Speed
Route 2,  1,  4 80 km/hr
Vehicular Information List (VIL)  V6
Vehicular Information List (VIL)  V1
Vehicular Information List (VIL)  V7
Each vehicle has its own information i.e., Intersection Information and vehicular speed  is 
known as Vehicle Information List (VIL)
Intersection Information Vehicular Speed
Route 1,  2,  3 90 km/hr
Figure 12: Each vehicle has its own IBFS parameters
3.2.2. NIT
NIT contains the information of the data/content packet currently satisfied by its neighbor
vehicle. All vehicles exchange their information with neighbors such as vehicle ID, trajectory
information, vehicular speed and hop-count. We use Vehicle-ID to give a unique identity to each
vehicle, trajectory information is used to build a connection for longer period. We use one-hop to
make the experiments more realistic. However, hop-count may change at any time as it depends
on the transmission range. If transmission becomes greater, the number of hops will be higher.
The information received from the neighbors is saved in the NIT as shown in the Fig. 13. The
maintenance of the NIT at each node helps in identifying the appropriate routing decisions.
Consumer
Forwarder V6
Forwarder V7
Neighbor Information Table (NIT)  V6
Neighbor Information Table (NIT)  V1
Neighbor Information Table (NIT)  V7
Each vehicle stored the neighbor information i.e., Vehicle-ID, Intersection Information, Vehicular Speed 
and Hop-Count in its table is known as Neighbor Information Table (NIT)
Vehicle-ID Intersection Information Vehicular Speed Hop-Count
V1 Route 1, 2, 3 190  km/hr
V7 Route 2, 1, 4 80 km/hr 1
Vehicle-ID Intersection Information Vehicular Speed Hop-Count
V1 Route 1, 2, 3 190 km/hr
V6 Route 1, 2, 3 85 km/hr 1
1
Vehicle-ID Intersection Information Vehicular Speed Hop-Count
V6 Route 1, 2, 3 185 km/hr
V7 Route 2, 1, 4 80 km/hr
Figure 13: Each vehicle stores the information of its neighbor vehicles in the NIT
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3.3. IBFS Routing Phases
IBFS routing protocol operates in two phases. We discuss these phases in following section:
3.3.1. Intersection Information Sharing (IIS) Phase
In this phase, every vehicle has its own VIL and communication range (500m)[54]. When
a consumer is interested in some content, the consumer vehicle sends the VIL through a beacon
message to its one-hop neighborâĂŹs node (i.e., intermediate vehicles). The beacon message format
is shown in Fig. 14. We have considered one-hop neighbor node to achieve minimum number of
hop but it can be changed with respect to the real environment. In beacon message format, we
have considered three different fields are: (i) Consumer Vehicle-ID: This is used to give the unique
identity to each vehicle. The size is 1Byte. To accommodate different vehicle-IDs in 1byte, we have
tested 10 numbers of vehicles. (ii) Intersection Information: A route is called an intersection. This is
3Bytes field. We use multiple intersection points to reach a destination. For example, intersections
1, 2, and 3 provide the reliable communication and ensure maximum transmission of interest and
data packet. (iii) Vehicular Speed: This is a 2Byte field and uses different speeds ranging from
70-90 km/hr. The vehicle speed ensures the maximum connection in less time. We have multiple
consumers to transmit the interest packets and the interest packet requests are satisfied by multiple
providers in the network. To make the proposed protocol flexible, we use the additional bytes
to accommodate different vehicle-IDs with its Intersection Information and Vehicular speed. The
beacon message format is shown in Table. 2.
Table 2: Beacon Message Format
Consumer Vehicle-ID (Byte) Intersection Information (Byte) Vehicular Speed (Byte)
All neighboring vehicles store information in its NIT as discussed in previous section. In a
response, a neighbor node sends its information to the consumer and the consumer stores the
neighbor ’s information in its own NIT. The stored information helps the consumer to choose the
intermediate (neighbor) node as a best forwarder or a relay to form optimized communication links
within the available transmission range as shown in Fig. 14. This makes communication more
reliable because of most of the nodes do not do not take part in the forwarding of interest packet
and other related operations. This also minimizes the interest broadcsst storm in the entire network.
3.3.2. Interest/Data Packet Forwarding Phase
After IIS phase, a consumer broadcasts an interest packet and chooses a single intermediate
(neighbor) vehicle as a best forwarder/relay whose trajectory information matches and the velocity
is compatible with the consumer. This scenario is shown in Fig. 15.
The neighboring vehicles whose trajectory information are match they become the best forwarder
otherwise in case of do not match, they discard the interest packet. In this way, the proposed
IBFS mitigates the interest broadcast storm and provides stability to the network because non-
participation of the rest of neighboring vehicles in the interest forwarding. This scenario is depicted
in Fig. 16.
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Figure 14: Consumer shares all information with its neighboring vehicles through beacon message.
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Figure 15: Consumer IBFS parameters matches with the neighboring vehicles and becomes a best forwarder.
In Algorithm 1, each vehicle V has its own VIL called 𝑉 𝐼𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜. When a consumer C is interested
in some content, it sends its 𝑉 𝐼𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜 to its neighboring nodes called 𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠. During the exchange
of information, each vehicle creates NIT in order to store the information of the neighbor vehicles.
After exchanging information, the consumer C broadcasts an interest packet called 𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡
to choose the best forwarder called 𝐵𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟. If consumer’s VIL called 𝑉 𝐼𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟 (trajectory
and velocity) information matches the neighbor vehicle VIL (which is called 𝑉 𝐼𝐿𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑟) which is
already stored in the 𝑉 𝐼𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟, the C selects the neighbor node as the 𝐵𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 and forwards
the interest packet. Otherwise, if the information is not matched with the 𝑉 𝐼𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟, the neighbor
nodes discard the 𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡.
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Algorithm 1 Broadcast Interest Packet and Selection of Best Forwarder
1: procedure Broadcast Interest Packet
2: V← 𝑉 𝐼𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜
3: Cexchange𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 ← 𝑉 𝐼𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜
4: V← NIT
5: C← 𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡
6: if 𝑉 𝐼𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟matches𝑉 𝐼𝐿𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑟 then
7: Select𝐵𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟
8: else𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠discard𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡
9:
Algorithm 2 describes the behavior of the 𝐵𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟. The 𝐵𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 receives the interest
packet 𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 from the C and checks the required content named as 𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑡 in its CS. If
𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑡 is available, this 𝐵𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 becomes the content forwarder. We name it as 𝐶𝑆𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟.
The 𝐶𝑆𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 satisfies the request and generates the data packet called 𝑃𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 and sends back
to the C. If the request could not be satisfied, two functions are performed: i) this 𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 is
stored in the local Pending Interest Table (PIT) and ii) using the FIB, the 𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 is forwarded
to the those neighbors whose trajectory and velocity are compatible.
Interest packet is forwarded to the provider via selected forwarder vehicles. In response, provider
generates the data/content packet including required content, content-ID and hop-count. The data
is sent back to the consumer through same selected forwarder/relay vehicles as shown in Fig. 17.
The performance metrics such as intersection information, vehicular speed and the hop-count used
by the proposed IBFS, achieves successful delivery of the data packet to the consumer.
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Algorithm 2 Reception of an Interest Packet by Forwarder/Relay Vehicle
1: procedure Interest Packet Forwarding
2: 𝐵𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 ← 𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡
3: check𝐶𝑆𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 ← 𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑡
4: if 𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑡 found𝐶𝑆𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 then
5: 𝐵𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 ← 𝑃𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡
6: 𝑃𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 ← C
7: if 𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑡notfound𝐶𝑆𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 then
8: PIT← 𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑃𝐼𝑇
9: FIB← 𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑃𝐼𝑇
10: 𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 ← 𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡
11: end if
12: else𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠discard𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡
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Figure 17: Consumer broadcasts the packet to the provider through best forwarder vehicles and provider
send the data packet as a reply via selected forwarder vehicles.
Now, the Algorithm 3 is discussed which shows the receipt of the data packet by the for-
warder/rely node. At reverse path, when 𝐵𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 receives the 𝑃𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 form the provider, it
checks the corresponding PIT entry (named as 𝑃𝐼𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑡 along with the 𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑡 . Further-
more, it checks the value of the hop-count of the provider in the 𝑃𝐼𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑡(ℎ) . If the hop-count
of the provider vehicle equals the hop-count of the 𝐵𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟(ℎ), the forwarder vehicles decrement
the value of the hop-count i.e.,𝐵𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟(ℎ−1) and removes the entry from the PIT and forwards
this content in to the CS of the 𝐵𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟. Whenever the content becomes available in the CS
𝐵𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟(ℎ), it forwards the content to the C.
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Algorithm 3 Reception of a Data Packet by Forwarder/Relay Vehicle
1: procedure Data Packet Forwarding
2: 𝐵𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 ← 𝑃𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡
3: 𝐵𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟check𝑃𝐼𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑡
4: 𝑃𝐼𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑡(ℎ) ←→ 𝐵𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟(ℎ)
5: if 𝑃𝐼𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑡(ℎ)𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠𝐵𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟(ℎ) then
6: 𝐵𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟(ℎ−1) ← 𝐵𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟(ℎ)forward into𝐶𝑆𝐵𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟
7: C← 𝐵𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟
8:
3.4. IBFS Mathematical Model
In IBFS, each vehicle selects the best forwarder vehicle on the basis of IBFS metrics i.e., inter-
section information, vehicular speed, and hop-count within its transmission range. The problem is
that the above-mentioned metrics have different units like Intersection Information is measured in
natural numbers, vehicle speed is measured in km/hr and the hop-count is a natural number. We
use topsis model [55] and the multiple criteria decision method (MCDM). We consider a scenario
of forwarding phase and apply topsis model on this scenario. Suppose, a consumer’s vehicle i.e., 𝑉1
sends a request of an interest packet to any forwarder vehicle say 𝑉6 on the basis of closely matched
intersection trajectory (e.g., Route 1, 2, 3). The 𝑉6 selects next forwarder vehicle say 𝑉8 on the
basis of its intersection trajectory and compatible speed. The 𝑉8 (also called a relay vehicle) selects
the provider vehicle, say 𝑉10 to forward an Interest packet. The 𝑉10 replies back to the 𝑉1 with the
data packet through the 𝑉8 and 𝑉6. See Figure 6 which represents the Interest/Data Packet for-
warding phase between a consumer and the provider. If the Intersection Information of the vehicle
(𝑉𝑖) matches with the consumer vehicle, we consider the two parameters i.e., vehicular speed and
hop-count with the help of judgmental value 1, otherwise, if there is no match, we ignore the other
parameters and the judgmental value becomes 0. The equation to select the best forwarder vehicle
is as follow:
𝑉𝑚 =
(︂
𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠 = 1
𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠 = 0
)︂
Where i=1,2,3,4..... m.
Step I. The Vehicle 𝑉𝑚 , where i= 1, 6, 8.....m maintains the sequence of neighbouring vehicle
intersection information for required content 𝐼𝐶𝑛 as :
𝑋𝑚𝑛 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
𝑉1,1 𝑉1,2 𝑉1,3
𝑉2,1 𝑉2,2 𝑉2,3
𝑉3,1 𝑉3,2 𝑉3,3
...
...
...
𝑉𝑚,1 𝑉𝑚,2 𝑉𝑚,𝑛
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (1)
𝑋𝑚𝑛 is a neighbour vehicle 𝑉𝑚 criterion 𝐶𝑛.
Step II. The parameters of 𝐶𝑛 are different and required to be normalized decision matrix scale.The
normalized value of 𝑃𝑖𝑗 is defined as:
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𝑃𝑖𝑗 =
𝑥𝑚𝑛√︁∑︀𝑖
𝑚=1 𝑥
2
𝑚𝑛
(2)
Step III. 𝑊𝑛 Is the preference values assigned to each property 𝐶𝑛, so weighted normalized 𝑃𝑖𝑗 is
calculated as:
R𝑚𝑛 =𝑊𝑛 * 𝑃𝑚𝑛𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑚 = 1...𝑖&𝑛 = 1...3
W𝑛 Is the weight of the 𝑚𝑡ℎ criteria, so is equally distributed for all criteria so
𝑗∑︁
𝑚=1
𝑊𝑛 = 1 (3)
Step IV. For each 𝐶𝑛 ,the positive ideal solution 𝐼+ and the negative ideal solution 𝐼− are:
𝐼+ = [𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑅𝑚𝑛|𝑛𝜖𝑁 ], [𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑚𝑛|𝑛𝜖𝑁 ′]|𝑚 = 1, 2, 3...𝑖 = [R1𝑛+,𝑅2𝑛+,𝑅3𝑛.... +, 𝑅𝑖𝑛] (4)
𝐼− = [𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑚𝑛|𝑛𝜖𝑁 ], [𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑅𝑚𝑛|𝑛𝜖𝑁 ′]|𝑚 = 1, 2, 3...𝑖 = [R1𝑛+,𝑅2𝑛+,𝑅3𝑛.... +, 𝑅𝑖𝑛] (5)
Step V. Every neighbor vehicle with the most ideal solution 𝐷+𝑖 the worst vehicle solution 𝐷
−
𝑖 is
calculated by using Equation 4 and 5.
(𝐷+𝑖 ) =
⎯⎸⎸⎷ 𝑗∑︁
𝑚=1
𝐼+ −𝑅𝑚𝑛2 (6)
(𝐷−𝑖 ) =
⎯⎸⎸⎷ 𝑗∑︁
𝑚=1
𝐼− −𝑅𝑚𝑛2 (7)
Where m=1....i n=1.....3
Step VI. The neighbour vehicle in is calculated with respect to the positive ideal solution by
using Equation 6 and 7.
𝐵𝑖𝑗 =
𝐷−𝑖
𝐷+𝑖 +𝐷
−
𝑖
(8)
On the basis of the above discussed IBFS routing phases, algorithms and mathematical model,we
have concluded, By applying topsis[55] model, IBFS forwarder scheme performs very well both in
highway and urban scenario in VCCN paradigm.
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4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The IBFS routing protocol is implemented using the Network Simulator (NS-2) [56] in a VANET
environment with different number of vehicle nodes i.e., 20-45. These vehicle nodes have already
been considered for the evaluation in RUFS [27]. All vehicle nodes are deployed randomly using
Random Direction Mobility Model. In real environment, we can not control the direction of the
mobile vehicles. To make our simulation more realistic, we use the mobility model. This provides
different direction of the vehicles while taking into account the mobility and random velocity of
the vehicles. Furthermore, the mobility model ensures maximum connections. The velocity of the
vehicles is set between 70-90 km/hr (randomly generated).
The IBFS protocol functions on MAC layer IEEE 802.11p for accessing the wireless channel
in a vehicular environment.IEEE 802.11p is also known as WAVE (Wireless Access for Vehicular
Environments) and DSRC (Dedicated Short Range Communication) [57]. The main objective of
802.11p is to improve traffic efficiency. The network formed by 802.11p is known as VANET.
In IBFS routing protocol, all vehicles are equipped with a Global Positioning System (GPS) to
communicate with each other and to provide the information related to the mobility within the
whole network. We use V2V communication paradigm in our proposed IBFS routing protocol.
In vehicular environment, Wireless Access in Vehicular Networks (WAVE) and Dedicated Short-
Range Communications (DSRC) achieves a transmission range 500m [57]. All the parameters of
the simulation are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3: Properties of the Simulation Parameters
Network Simulator NS-2
Number of Vehicle Nodes 20,25,30,35,40,45
Area of Simulation Size 10000m*10000m
Transmission Range 500m
Packet Size 1024 bytes
Propagation Model Two Way Ground/Propagation
MAC Layer IEEE 802.11p
Transmission Power 0.0091 mW
We considered two different scenarios for our simulation experiments, i.e., urban and highway.
Both scenarios are implemented in a VANET environment by using SUMO. The NS-2 is used to
implement both the scenarios. We take average of thirty independent simulation iterations.
4.1. IBFS Performance Parameters
To evaluate the performance of IBFS and RUFS [27] routing protocol, the performance metrics
are: Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), Packet Loss Ratio (PLR), Interest Satisfaction Ratio (ISR), and
Average End-to-End Delay. We discuss the above parameter in detail one by one as follows.
4.2. Packet Delivery Ratio(PDR)
Packet Drop Ratio (PDR) is an important parameter for analyzing the performance of different
networks. PDR shows the percentage of successful data packets, which are successfully delivered
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at the end of the transmission. The fundamental goal of every routing protocol is to achieve higher
delivery ratio. The following formula is used to calculate Packet Delivery Ratio.
PDR= (Number of Received Packets/Number of Send Packets)*100.
4.3. Packet Loss Ratio(PLR)
Packet Loss Ratio (PLR) is another important parameter for checking the performance of dif-
ferent networks. It shows the percentage of dropped data packets which are lost during the trans-
mission. Packet loss is actually calculated from the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) which is also an
important performance parameters. Following formula is used to calculate packet loss ratio.
PLR = 100- (Number of Received Packets/Number of Send Packets)*100.
4.3.1. Average End-to-End Delay
The average delay is the time (measured in second or millisecond) taken from source to the
provider travelled by the data packet in a network. The time when the packets are transmitted
from the source is noted and when it arrives at the destination (provider) and then its arrival time
is calculated. The following formula is used to calculate the Average Delay.
Delay = Received time-Transmit time
Average End-to-End Delay = Sum of all Packets Delay/ Total Number of Received Packets.
4.3.2. Interest Satisfaction Ratio(ISR)
Interest packet Ratio is defined as follows.
ISR = Total Interest response Received / Total Interest Generated.
4.4. Performance Result and Discussion
In this section, the experimental results of the proposed IBFS and RUFS for highway and urban
scenarios are discussed.
4.4.1. Highway Scenario
In this section, we will consider the experimental results of Packet Delivery Ratio in highway
scenario are:
4.4.1.1 Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)
The Table 4 summarized the performance comparison of IBFS and RUFS in terms of PDR.
Table 4: Packet Delivery Ratio Comparison in Highway Scenario
Number of Nodes IBFS RUFS
20 76% 16%
25 79% 21%
30 84% 24%
35 86% 29%
40 88% 40%
45 90% 40%
In IBFS, the PDR is higher because of the more packets are successfully delivered due to stable
link transmission. In RUFS, when any forwarder vehicle moves away from the consumer, the
absence of any other forwarder causes disconnected link problem. In IBFS, the quality of the stable
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state of the transmission link in terms of Intersection (i.e., trajectory) and velocity is measured and
both the trajectory and the velocity are used as IBFS parameters to forward data through selected
forwarder vehicles. This means that there are more chances of receiving a data packet at provider
resulting in reliable packet routing. In the highway scenario, more number of packets are delivered
and received successfully at the provider and the PDR is higher than RUFS as shown in Fig. 18 .
Figure 18: Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) vs Number of Vehicular Nodes in Highway Scenario
In this section, we will consider the experimental results of Packet Loss Ratio in highway scenario
are:
4.4.1.2 Packet Loss Ratio (PLR)
We analyze the number of lost packets due to the disconnected link problem and investigate that
most of the time, the poor quality of the transmission of data packets results in higher PLR. It
raises the probability of data being dropped due to instable link connections. In IBFS, the quality
of the transmission link is measured for every link and is used as a major performance metric to
select the best forwarder. Through this, we reduce the chances of instable and poor data packet
forwarding link. This results in the IBFS having lower ratio of dropped packets when compared
with RUFS as summarized in Table 5.
Table 5: Packet Loss Ratio Comparison in Highway Scenario
Number of Nodes IBFS RUFS
20 23.5451 % 83.4443%
25 20% 79%
30 16% 76%
35 14% 71%
40 11% 59%
45 9% 59%
The data packets are only lost where there is a poor quality of the link established from the
consumer to the provider or forwarder vehicle to the consumer (in case of when forwarder vehicles
move away from the consumer) or when the selection of the metrics for selecting the best forwarder
is not optimized well. The IBFS routing protocol considers the transmission link of the potential
relay or forwarder vehicles and focuses on the state of the transmission link to deliver packets
successfully. This provides better and reliable routing. As a result, IBFS has a lower ratio of
dropped packets when compared with the RUFS as shown in Fig. 19.
In this section, we will consider the experimental results of Interest Satisfaction Ratio in high-
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Figure 19: Packet Loss Ratio (PLR) vs Number of Vehicular Nodes in Highway Scenario
way scenario are:
4.4.1.3 Interest Satisfaction Ratio (ISR)
The Table 6 summarized the total number of interest packets that are fully satisfied at the end of
the transmission. In IBFS and RUFS routing protocol, the interest packets are generated randomly
at any time. This means that there is no fix time slot in which the interest packet is generated and
multiple requests and responses are handled at the same time.
Table 6: Interest Satisfaction Ratio (ISR) Comparison in Highway Scenario
Number of Nodes IBFS RUFS
20 84 % 16%
25 86% 24%
30 86% 25%
35 91% 28%
40 91% 35%
45 94% 40%
In IBFS, the graph of ISR is higher than RUFS because at the end multiple requests of the interest
packets are successfully sent at the provider and the provider satisfies more requests of the interest
packet as shown in Fig. 20. In this way, IBFS has a high PDR than the RUFS.
In this section, we will consider the performance trade-off in highway scenario are:
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Figure 20: Interest Satisfaction Ratio(ISR) vs Number of Vehicular Nodes in Highway Scenario
4.4.2. Performance Trade-off
In the proposed IBFS routing protocol. we achieve better packet delivery ratio as minimum
number of interest packets are received at forwarder nodes. Disconnected links are mitigated by
introducing the matching trajectory information. The compatible vehicle speed at forwarder nodes
lead to the higher lifetime of the packet in the network. IBFS drops least number of packets in a
network and the reason is that each vehicle has a high transmission range to find and select a best
forwarder. Moreover, AODV a reactive routing scheme is selected to minimum number of interest
packets that are generated [58].
The Table 7 presents the average end-to-end delay of IBFS and RUFS forwarding scheme in highway
scenario. In this case (i.e., highway), the IBFS has a higher delay than RUFS. This is due to the
reason that in the IBFS, the forwarder nodes carry the packet for a certain interval on the basis of
matching trajectory and compatible velocity from consumer to provider and provider to forwarder.
Table 7: Average End-to-End Delay Comparison in Highway Scenario
Number of Nodes IBFS RUFS
20 0.0032 % 0.0002%
25 0.0041% 0.0003%
30 0.0053% 0.0005%
35 0.0052% 0.0003%
40 0.0046% 0.0003%
45 0.0086% 0.0002%
Forwarder nodes carry the packet until a reply is received (either content is available or not)
from the provider. This consumes time and results in slightly more delay. This is the performance
tradeoff of the proposed IBFS as shown in Fig. 21. We analyze the average end-to-end delay and
the network load. In proposed IBFS, the average end-to-end delay and the network load is higher
than the RUFS. When number of vehicles are increased, the nodes carry the packet until the next
forwarder vehicle is not found, the distance between relay vehicles increases and this causes more
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average end-to-end delay.
Figure 21: Average End-to-End Delay vs Number of Vehicular Nodes in Highway Scenario
In this section, we will consider the experimental results of urban scenario are:
4.4.3. Urban Scenario
The RUFS protocol considers only a highway scenario only. However, the proposed IBFS is
evaluated for both highway and urban scenarios. Moreover, for a realistic urban scenario, we
obtain the mobility file of the real-time traffic of the Raja Bazaar (Fowara Chowk), Rawalpindi,
Pakistan by using Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO)[59]. In this scenario 10-45 vehicles are
moving with different speeds within a transmission range of 500 meter.
In this section, we will consider the experimental results of Packet Delivery Ratio in urban
scenario are:
4.4.3.1 Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)
In IBFS, the PDR is higher due to higher amount of the packets that are successfully delivered as
summarized in Table 8.
Table 8: Packet Delivery Ratio Comparison in Urban Scenario
Number of Nodes IBFS RUFS
20 99% 95%
25 99% 95%
30 99% 95%
35 99% 96%
40 99% 96%
45 99% 96%
In IBFS, the quality of the stable state of the transmission link in terms of Intersection (i.e.,
trajectory) and velocity is measured and both the trajectory and the velocity are used as a IBFS
parameters to forward data through selected forwarder vehicles. Since, in the highway scenario,
more number of packets are delivered and received successfully at provider, same is the case with
urban scenario and the PDR is higher than RUFS. Fig.
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In this section, we will consider the experimental results of Packet Loss Ratio in urban scenario
are:
4.4.3.2 Packet Loss Ratio (PLR)
We analyze the number of lost packets due to the disconnected link problem. In IBFS, the quality
of the transmission link is measured for every link and is used as a performance metric in to select
the best forwarder as summarized in Table 9.
Table 9: Packet Loss Ratio Comparison in Urban Scenario
Number of Nodes IBFS RUFS
20 0.1 % 4.1%
25 0.1% 4.1%
30 0.1% 4.3%
35 0.1% 3.6%
40 0.09% 3.48%
45 0.04% 3.37%
This helps in reducing the chances of instable and poor data packet forwarding link.IBFS routing
protocol considers the state of the transmission link of potential relay or forwarder vehicles and
then selects the best forwarder vehicles. As a result, IBFS has a low number of packet lost ratio
when compared to RUFS in an urban scenario. and Fig. 22 presents the performance comparison
of IBFS and RUFS.
Figure 22: Packet Loss Ratio (PLR) vs Number of Vehicular Nodes in Urban Scenario
In this section, we will consider the experimental results of Interest Satisfaction Ratio in urban
scenario are:
4.4.3.3 Interest Satisfaction Ratio (ISR)
In Table 10 IBFS has higher ISR than RUFS because at the end of a transmission, multiple requests
of the interest packets are successfully sent at the provider and as a result the consumer receives
more responses of the interest packet.
In this way, IBFS has a high PDR than the RUFS. See Fig. 23 which shows the total number
of interest packets that are fully satisfied at the end of the transmission.
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Table 10: Interest Satisfaction Ratio (ISR) Comparison in Urban Scenario
Number of Nodes IBFS RUFS
20 92 % 83%
25 95% 85%
30 98% 86%
35 99% 91%
40 97% 91%
45 98% 94%
Figure 23: Interest Satisfaction Ratio(ISR) vs Number of Vehicular Nodes in Urban Scenario
In this section, we will consider the experimental results of Average End-to-End Delay in urban
scenario are:
4.4.3.4 Average End-to-End Delay
The average delay is calculated and evaluated as summarized in Table 11.
Table 11: Average End-to-End Delay Comparison in Urban Scenario
Number of Nodes IBFS RUFS
20 0.7 % 0.8%
25 0.7% 0.5%
30 0.7% 0.7%
35 0.8% 0.8%
40 0.8% 0.9%
45 0.9% 1.2%
The proposed IBFS has less average delay than RUFS in an urban scenario because the distance
from the consumer to the provider and the provider to forwarder is less. The forwarder vehicles
take less time to carry the packet in the network as shown in Fig. 24.
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Figure 24: Average End-to-End Delay vs Number of Vehicular Nodes in Urban Scenario
4.5. Discussion
In this paper, we have demonstrated big data analytics for sustainability (BDAS) by using
VCCN as the example to illustrate. Literature review was discussed and summarized in Section
II. The proposed protocol, deployment of different system architecture, supporting algorithms and
theoretical development were presented and analyzed in Section III. Results and analysis for dif-
ferent types of BDAS performance evaluation were illustrated and explained thoroughly in Section
IV. IBFS is our proposed protocol for VCCN and has better performance evaluation than the
commonly-used RUFS protocol. In this way, we conclude that all the step-by-step approach work
has made contributions for VCCN with BDAS as the main method for illustrations in scientific
steps, algorithms, theories and performance evaluation verified by supporting explanation.
5. Conclusion
Our paper has demonstrated a proof-of-concept to develop BDAS, with particular focus for
VCCN. The main aim of this paper is to propose a routing protocol for communication in VCCN in
order to mitigate the broadcasting storm and disconnected link problems. Our IBFS routing strat-
egy has two phases, first is Intersection Information Sharing phase and the other is Interest/Data
packet forwarding phase. For Intersection Information Sharing phase, every vehicle has its own VIT
(Vehicle Information Table) and transmission range. When a consumer is interested in a particu-
lar content, the consumer vehicle shares its VIT information with its neighboring vehicles. While
sharing the VIT information, each vehicle creates NIT (Neighbor Information Table) and stores the
information of its neighboring vehicle in its NIT. The stored information helps the vehicle to choose
the next best forwarder as rely within its transmission range. In Interest/Data packet forwarding
phase, a consumer broadcasts an interest packet within its vicinity and selects a neighbor node
as a best forwarder whose intersection information matches and vehicle speed becomes compatible
with the consumer vehicle. In this way, we mitigate the disconnected link problem and interest
broadcasting storm. Interest packet is forwarded to the provider through the forwarder vehicle. In
response, provider generates the data packet and sent back to the consumer through same selected
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forwarder vehicle. Results show that IBFS routing protocol gives good performance in high delivery
ratio, less packet loss ratio, high Interest Satisfaction Ratio. However, the proposed IBFS shows a
performance trade-off in high average delay in a highway scenario. In urban scenario, it shows good
performance with less delay when compared to the existing routing protocol (RUFS). In future, we
aim to perform simulation on performance metrics and evaluate the performance parameters that
are associated with the IBFS routing protocol in urban as well as highway scenario as compared
to the other routing schemes in VCCN. Results and analysis have support and demonstrations for
successful BDAS.
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